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There was monitoring of web sites over the deployment information on the 

safety of human rights defenders in Kazakhstan. 

 

Human rights defender 

Assel Nurgazieva 
There will be held activities to International Human Rights Day 10.12.2013. 

Among other things, there should have been organized a photo exhibition about 

the human rights situation in the regions, presentations and free legal advice. 

However, none of these events did not take place.  

- We had a tentative agreement, money was paid, everything was ready for 

the other day  lunch and they said, "Sorry, We have a heating system accident, so 

we can not carry it out." However, director of the hotel in conversation with us 

openly said, "Excuse me, this is a political event, and I can not afford to hold it in 

hotel "Dana "- said correspondent of Azattyk Assel Nurgaziyeva. 

 

Valery Karpussevich 
It was learned that civil activist Valery Karpussevich from 10.12.2013 is hold 

on the Republican Scientific and Practical Center for Psychiatry, Psychotherapy 

and Addiction in Almaty. 

"8 Dec. Valery Gennadiyevich (Karpussevich. - Ed.), who was on the public 

affairs in Satpayev town, detained by police and sent to Shymkent upon request of 

South Kazakhstan region's  DIA. Court which took place there to determine 

whether he had any mental health problems sent him to the center of Almaty 

psychiatry. Since December 10, he has been there, "- said his wife Elena Preisner 

on Friday to Azattyk. 

Lieutenant Colonel of Shymkent DIA Nurlan Askarov said to Azattyk that 

with regard to B. Karpussevich "under Art. 177 (" Fraud ")" of the Criminal Code 

in 2011, then in 2013 there were opened two cases. Based on this, investigation is 

conducted. He registered as mentally ill in Almaty. We have appointed a forensic 

psychiatric examination in Shymkent, but our experts have said that they can not 

identify, so we sent him to Almaty. Based on the decision of Enbekshy district 

court of Shymkent we sent him forcibly to Almaty, "- said Askarov. 

According to the police, from the "tens" villagers of South Kazakhstan 

region received complaints that Karpussevich "took their money and did not 

return." Now two cases are combined and are being investigated. After the 

examination, which will last about a month, the case will go to trial, the 

investigator said. 



If the defender is found guilty on the mentioned articles, he faces up to five 

years in prison. 

Civic activist's wife disagrees with the representative of the police. 

According to her, the case against Karpussevich "completely fabricated." E. 

Preisner draws attention to the fact that her husband protects the rights of ordinary 

citizens since 1991. He has advised those affected by arbitrariness of police, 

prosecutors and other authorities, - she says. 

 Several years ago, villagers of Saryagash, Zhanadauir and name Gani 

Muratbayev  of South Kazakhstan region asked Valery for help . In his letter, the 

residents wrote that the money allocated to their villages have not reached them. 

Valery went to these villages, took residents' answers, filmed all this on video and 

sent to the prosecutor's office in Astana and the administration of President. 

 This is  certainly certainly did not pleasant law enforcement agencies of 

South Kazakhstan region. Immediately thereafter, allegedly one of the inhabitants 

of those villages filed a police report.  As a result, there is conducted investigation 

in a case filed at the report of the woman - said E. Preisner 

 

Talas Sagimbaev 
25.12.2013 the judges of Cassation Board on criminal cases of Astana court 

tried to limit human rights defender Talas Sagimbaev in his right to participate in 

criminal proceedings. 

The Court asked whether Sagimbaev is lawyer, human rights activist pointed 

to absence of necessity of law degree for interest intermediation in court and 

presented a card of an international organization for the protection of human 

rights defenders "Front Line Defenders". 

The Board's judges and the prosecutor were in disbelief. Defender of 

aggrieved politician Musagali Duambekov protested against the participation of a 

human rights defender in court, the victim's lawyer Vladimir Komarov was not 

against it. 

The court postponed sitting to 27.12.2013g., to gain insight whether there is 

an organization "Front Line Defenders" and whether Sagimbaev Talas  is a 

member of it. 

Let us remember, earlier three guards of the National Press Club in Astana 

forcely took  human rights activist out from a premise as directed by the Speaker 

of activities, politician M.Duambekova. Duambekov is a defender of aggrieved 

and Sagimbaev - representative of convicted Suyundikov's father
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From monitoring compilers: Card "Front Line Defenders" does not entitle to 

participate in the court on behalf of the international fund. It only confirms that 

T.Sagimbaev listed  as human rights defender in the database of an international 

organization. 

 

                                                           

 
 



 

PUBLIC FIGURES 

 

Alia Turusbekova 
Alia Turusbekova told on his page on "facebook" that at the weekend to her 

parents descended officers of National Security Committee of Kazakhstan. 

"Unpleasant ... surprised to learn that after my visit parents (living in ESIK) 

thereto immediately came NSC and began to learn - why I came, what I wanted, 

did not I leave anything there. Insanity ... Since my father had long been aware of 

their methods, he, without thinking twice, sent them away. Then two eagles 

(NSC's) decided to stick to my aunt, trying to intimidate her. " 

 

Dmitry Tikhonov 

05.12.2013 at 19:00 Dmitry Tikhonov, one of the activists of the new public 

association "Civil Defence", who apply to the city administration to authorize a 

picket outside the Russian Consulate General in Almaty, was visited by uninvited 

guests. 

At the request of public men city administration gave an ambiguous answer: 

on the one hand, to hold a picket traditionally is banned ("pulling the ears" finding 

diplomatic corps near City Hospital), on the other - have written that all protests 

should be carried out in the backyard, more precisely in the park behind the 

cinema "Sary-Arka ". Potential protesters decided to bring this situation to an 

even more absurd and left an invitation to the Consul General of Russia to come 

to the park to there, according to the response of akimat to picket. However, other 

responded  to the request. 

Squad, local police officer and a fixation group of akimat employees (about 8 

people) came to hand per day before the event, a new ban municipal authorities 

"in any way to express solidarity" with the workers of the company "Antolin 

groups».
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Askar Shaygumarov 
13.12.2013, at 14.20 am at the center of Uralsk police detained civil society 

activist Askar Shaygumarova, for the fact that he came on a single protest with a 

placard with a quote by President Nazarbayev. 

A. Shaygumarov stood on the square Abaya 20 minutes. Thereafter, he was 

approached by police and detained. To a question of Shaygumarov A.: "On what 

basis do you detain me?" Police officer referred to article 353 of Administrative 

Violations Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan. But how this article refers to 

                                                           

 

 
 



actions of Askar Shaygumarov, he did not explaine. Officially, this article is 

called: "The publication and use of illegal normative legal act". 

 

 

Alexandra Shulgina 
Alexandra Shulgina, 38 years old – civic activist, 10.04.2013 in front ofcity 

juvenile court in Karaganda during a court hearing in a criminal case against a 

juvenile (presumably the victim of torture) Maurer B. she conducted a single 

picket against police arbitrariness and in support of fair justice A. Shulgin stood 

with a placard: "Kozhahmetov (police officer who filed lawsuit) makes children 

criminals." Text of video scene can be viewed on "Channel 5" Karaganda:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlEyr27qnOY. 

A. Shulgina has a university degree (Moscow Institute of Psychology), 

works. Since 2012 has being persecuted by the Centre aid to victims of 

destructive cults "Victoria", in which she did not appeal for help. Contacted third 

persons, "wishing her well." During the 1.5 years she stands firmly at position to 

defend her rights guaranteed by the Constitution: the right to privacy, personal 

and family secrets, protection of honor and dignity.  During this time she 

completed the steps in the administrative court of justice, civil and now entered a 

phase of criminal examination of cases, organized by the Centre of fight against 

sects and the Department of quality control Committee of medical and 

pharmaceutical activity MoH Karaganda region. 

Furthermore, she proves in court that she is not sectarian, and a psihokulta 

adept, mentally healthy person, she defends her right to use the services of a 

psychologist legally. Practical psychologist profession today equated to medical 

activity with what actually canceled and put the ban. 

Together with colleagues, drawing attention to the problem and advocating 

for the profession of psychologist, she participated in two press conferences on 

that subject this years in Almaty and Astana. 

Observers from the Coalition for the security and protection of human rights 

defenders, activists (project supported by the Commission on the development of 

democracy the U.S. Embassy in Kazakhstan) defender Vladislav Shul (map 

observations from 18.12.2013) and journalist Berik Zhagiparov (map observation 

from 25.12.2013 ) reported the following: "From 01.12.2013 in the hall number 7 

judge specialized interdistrict Criminal Court of Karaganda Tleubergenova Z.A. 

reviews a criminal case of accusing Shulgina Alexandra and Sanya Zvereva in 

committing crimes under Art. 129 Part 3 and Art. 130 parts of 2, 3 CC, with the 

presentation of a civil claim for moral damages in the amount of 3 million tenge.v 

crimes under Art. 129 Part 3 and Art. 130 parts of 2, 3 CC, with the presentation 

of a civil claim for moral damages in the amount of 3 million tenge. 

A. Shulgina was called to administrative account 13.04.2013 Art.374 

Administrative Violations Code. In April 2013 A. Shulgina organized and held 

single picket at the entrance of the building and entered the office that blocked the 

work of the department of Karaganda regional department Committee of quality 

control of medical and pharmaceutical activity. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlEyr27qnOY


In the complaint against Shulgina indicated on public comments in the 

media, visitors of the department, passersby about the incompetence of the chief 

Olga Smirnova. Demonstration posters containing the words "criminal, corrupt. 

The defendants filed an objection to the complaint by the prosecution. In the 

petition of the defendants not to adduce complaints due to lack of supporting 

evidence in the content of guilt the court denied, as the petition of the prosecution 

attorney to administrative responsibility for the defendants a ubstantial part of the 

contents of humiliating motions. 

Administrative proceedings against A. Shulgina in April 2013 dismissed for 

lack of offense. However, the court denied defendants in introducing this 

resolution to the case. 

Participants of the process first encounter with the concept of "observer". 

 

RELIGIOUS FIGURES  

 

Pastor Kashkumbaev 
Pastor of the Presbyterian Church "Grace" Bahtzhana Kashkumbaeva who 

since May this year contained in Astana pre-trial detention center on charges of 

harming parishioner, now accused of promoting extremism. Previously, he was 

subjected to forced psychiatric examination. 

New charges brought against him 10.10.2013, on the basis of psychological 

and philological examination from 27.09.2013 Examination claims that the 

activities of the Presbyterian Church "Grace" present ideas, carrying a "threat of 

interfaith harmony, socio - political stability, promotion of undermining national 

security" . 

Another of the things that, according to experts, is propaganda to undermine 

national security - is the mention in some books of political changes in Ukraine, 

when occurred "Orange Revolution", over which supposedly stood one of the 

Protestant churches. 

According to the attorney Nurlana Beysekeeva in pre-trial detention center 

pastor is prohibited taking pills, which he ordered the doctor after a complicated 

heart surgery two years ago. 

- And it all happened despite the fact that he was constantly harassed strong 

heartaches, and a strong left leg swelling and rot. The doctor gives him only once 

a week some water pills. However, he does not know whether it is those pills: 

names and package itself does not show them to him - says lawyer to Azzatyk. 

Pastor once were taken from pre-trial detention center to survey in the 

Republican Diagnostic Center. How says as one of the sons of pastor Askar, his 

father was sent to emergency surgery on his ears, he might otherwise lose hearing. 

- But so far nothing has been done. In his ears pus already dried up during 

this time., We do not the results of  survey on the his heart - says Askar. 

 

Father Sophronius 
7.12. 2013 Journalist Andrei Shcherbakov in his fb account, said: "Father 

Sophronius is forced to leave the shelter and Kazakhstan". 



13.12. 2013 yesterday in Almaty regional court should be take place appeal 

case of beating by the founder of St. Sergius shelter Sophronios father of one of 

the pupils. However, the priest did not reache Taldykorgan. 

Along the way, he suffered a heart attack and was hospitalized. 

According to his lawyer, Vladislav Madzigon heart attack was the result of 

nervous shock. The other day the priest was transferred to the order of 

Metropolitan to Akmola region. A orphanage headed by new leadership. 

Discordant with this, abbot decided to leave Kazakhstan and move to Perm. Now 

a father Sophronia's state of health doctors estimate as stable. 
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14.12.2013 On the night from 13th to 14.12.2013, Father Sophronios 

departed from Kazakhstan to Russia, said this morning his lawyer V. Madzigon to 

Azzatyk. This information was also confirmed by Almaty journalist Anrey 

Shcherbakov. 

16.12. 2013 From an interview with father Sophronios: 

 Who and why was canceled your official meeting with the media? 

– I can not answer this question - said the interlocutor.. 

– And who do you think is behind the campaign to organize your resignation 

from the post of head of the parish and parish shelter and subsequent attempts 

using the Migration Police evict you from Kazakhstan? And what is the ultimate 

aim of these actions? 

– I will not answer to this question. 

– Because you are leaving Kazakhstan with peace and at not angry as 

reported by some media? 

– I'm just afraid. I want to live and do not want to die before do my duty to 

God and to orphaned and miserable children of his. In Russia, I hope to create a 

new shelter, and much bigger than it was in the parish of St. Sergius - the whole 

village charity. 

 

JOURNALISTS 
 

Producer center "Perspective" 
06.12.2013 production center "Perspective", which was preparing 

information for opposition channel "16/12" reported that they suspended their 

work. The reason for this was the search and seizure of property made by the 

financial police in the office center, which is located in Almaty. 

– The search began with my office. I was surprised that a member of the 

Financial Police, once sat down at my computer and for a few seconds found and 

opened the file that I had not seen before. The file contains a list of famous people 

and a table with a set of numbers. Someone could throw  this file to my laptop. I 

say this because four computers broke down last week on Saturday night in our 

office. In the center of the service we were told that input USB-stick place is 

                                                           

 
 



damaged. Then I gave my laptop to our technicians, so they reinstalled on it all 

programs. So my laptop for two or three days was for all to see. It is likely that at 

this time in our office could go bystanders and throw alien file - says 

Arkhangelsky. 

 

Lukpan Akhmediarov, Azamat Muhanov 
12.13.2013 journalist Lukpan Akhmediarov, came with a poster to central 

square of Abai, continuing to share the Ural activists "Not a day without a 

protest." In his hands he held a banner reading "Presidents and diapers need to be 

changed regularly." 

L. Akhmediarov, headed Arbat and marched through the busy sidewalk in the 

direction of the central market. Police followed him. They did not let him expand 

his posters on the market. After some wrangling, the police took away 

Akhmedyarov to Abay department "to clarify the circumstances." 

Yesterday the member of the public "Abyroi" Azamat Muhanov overlooked 

the square Abaya, with a similar action. His protest slogan was the phrase: "Not a 

tragedy if the dictator thinks its citizens are slaves. Tragedy when citizens agrees 

". 

 

Lukpan Ahmedyarov, Azamat Muhanov, Askar Shaygumarov 

13.12.2013 Lukpan Akhmediarov, wrote in his fb-account: 

"Who can say what is the name of this guy? More recently, he worked in the 

department of internal policy akimat Uralsk. I only know that his name was Aset. 

I do not know last name. Yesterday he pushed Azamat Mukhanova when he led 

the protest and hit Askar Shaygumarova. Today verbally abused me, trying to 

provoke me into a response. Who that knows about it, please contact me. 

10.12.2013, when we held a photo exhibition on the day of human rights, he said 

Pavel Kochetkov that "restore order in Uralsk" and against human rights 

defenders will now act "tough." During my detention he gave orders to the police 

and those obeyed him ". 

 

KazTAG 
Judge Specialized Interdistrict Economic Court Galia Onlanbekova insisted 

on bringing to participate in the process news agency KazTAG on the lawsuit of 

management of natural resources and environmental management to the chairman 

of Almaty Environmental Union "Tabigat" Mels Yeleussizova. 

"Recently received addition to the lawsuit. I have a question - about this 

Supplement to the plaintiff: here you are saying that on the official website of 

LLP "International news agency KazTAG" were given these circumstances (M. 

Yeleussizov's word about cutting down trees - KazTAG). Why do not you want to 

attract KazTag? "- G. Onlanbekova asked at the beginning of the court session on 

Friday. 

After a 15-minute break G. Onlanbaeva announced a court ruling on bringing 

news agency KazTAG as a third party in the case. 

 



Andrew Cukanov 

14.12. 2013 Rinat Kibraj in Facebook says: 

"For several days, Andrew Cukanov subjected to surveillance by domestic 

special services and is pursued by the financial police in Almaty. Yesterday I, 

along with Dmitry Schelokova all day accompanied Andrew and when from 

18:00 to 3:00 the night we were forced to go into the gap between the "tail". 

Unknown persons have organized several cars behind us to constant surveillance. 

"Spies" repeatedly replaced each other (I counted a total of 5 to 10 people who 

walked behind us and talking about something on the phone, without losing sight 

of us). 

I do not exclude that against A. Tcukanova is preparing a provocation timed 

to 16 December - a tragic day, the day when oilmen had been shot in Zhanaozen. 

Interview clip about how persecuted Tcukanova, can be found here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pJUGL472Qg»
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"Truthfulness newspaper" 
18.12.2013 Editorial "truthfulness newspaper" get hands on two decisions 

handed down by the judge Specialized Interdistrict administrative court of Almaty 

Aknazik Korazbaevoy. For that newspaper dated 22.11.2013 , was printed 

typography 20.11.2013 edition fined 50 MCI. For the fact that the print in the 

draft of the same issue of the newspaper were unclear stamped output data, the 

judge decided to suspend its output for three months.
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28.12.2013, at 11:00 in Almaty City Court would be a meeting of appellate 

jurisdiction on the "truthfulness newspaper", which once again threatened with a 

fine and suspension. 

 

Zhanbota Sagidolda 
21.12.2013 in the town of Temirtau hold an attack on journalist Karaganda 

"Channel 5." In the doorway of her house Zhanbota Sagidolda was beaten and 

robbed by two men. According to the victim, it was the local police, who 

allegedly did not have enough money for booze. Zhanbota's husband told later 

that the so-called law enforcement officers tried to hush up the conflict, calling 

their actions "under the guise of a special mission." The family of the victim, 

despite fears nevertheless has dared to promulgate this event. 

 

Igor Larra 
204.12.2013 The case of beating journalist Igor Larry, leading to the death of 

journalist, the court completes in Aktobe. On the eve of the widow of Igor - 

Natalia Kim appealed for help to the Bureau. 
                                                           

 
 

 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pJUGL472Qg


The woman was in a difficult situation: A front office of Publishing, where 

she worked for Larry-flowing only verbal promises to help, who has assumed the 

role of protector of the family, the man studiously avoids contact with the NGOs 

and the media, and the court forced the woman quickly comprehend the basics of 

law. 

It was unable to find money for an attorney in two days before the trial. 

Baktygul Kanatov volunteered to be public defender - Lawyer of ROO 

"Shanyrak". But, he did not have time to study the case: folder was issued by the 

court in the morning the day before. Not been able to familiarize with the case and 

Natalia Kim. The investigator Saktaganov, unlike the first one Nurzhanova 

investigator, did not bother to translate from Kazakh normative acts of the 

investigation file. 

Five men participating in beating of journalist, were either countrymen or 

classmates, but only one - Sultanov was put in the dock. His brother - 

Mukhametzhan Sultanov explained to Bureau representative how much it costs to 

avoid responsibility - at least four cows.D. Father of main suspect took away from 

rural herd of cows just enough to redeem his son. Sultanov Mukhametzhan 

statement about where D., who is wanted, the police did not take. The document 

succeeded to pass only to the city prosecutor's office. 

So the stakes were made, the investigator replaced, two suspects transferred 

to the witnesses, and one simply disappeared from the case (as explained by the 

judge). Well, the owner of the cows received the right to a separate criminal 

proceedings. Thus, observers and the press could only guess which of sides got 

more meat on sogym? 

To not be a pessimist Bureau representative before the session went to the 

judge. And witnessed Judge conversation with Daumov prosecutor. In the 

hallway, they talked about the future judgment, planning to finish the job later on 

the same day. However, numerous media and NGO representatives have 

prevented what was intended. 

Small room could not accommodate everyone. At the request of human rights 

defenders was brought a chair that soon took from girl one of guards. Had to 

remove the bags, push knees, close ranks. 

The process was carried out not in the official language, and the so-called 

"shal-Kazakh." This is when the judge translates himself for the record says, 

instead of the defendant, the interpreter translates for only one person - the 

plaintiff's widow, and the press, how can cope with the role of interpreters. 

Twice during the process with a difference of ten minutes the judge was 

approached by the guard, and they did not hesitate to whisper. 

Twice the judge threatened second witness administrative punishment for 

contempt of court. Confused and stunned fellow gave no reason for such a harsh 

punishment, but with embarrassment repeating memorized text. Admitted that 

during a fight celebrated small need in the dark and could not see anything. But 

remember, as falling Larra: face forward, trying to embrace the tree. 



And the first witness rested on the pitch darkness. He also saw nothing, heard 

nothing, never beat anyone, not wrenched pockets and bought a stolen phone on 

ignorance. 

Generally, the young man considers wrong "criminals" in their 

neighborhood! Rarely seen in court such a confident witness he pointed out, and 

gave instructions to all: the defendant, lawyers, prosecutors and even the judge! 

The latter, however, tried to resist, but not scare  insolent by administrative 

punishment. 

Process was completed at the end of the 5th hour (judge insisted that there 

would be another court). However, in the corridor, as well as throughout the 

building, was a dead silence. 

Later acquainted with the materials of the case B.Kanatov pointed out that 

there is no shooting scene (?!). Decided to fill the gap civic activist Alim 

Abdirova and  Baktygulov Kanatov. Evening photographing and interviewing 

residents Aviagorpdok showed: the scene is illuminated by two lights above the 

entrance of the house number 22, two spotlights in the courtyard of a nearby 

school and lanterns from the nearby road. Even speech about the dark can not be 

conducted.
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From monitoring compilers:  

Observer from Coalition for the security and protection human rights 

defenders, activists (project supported by the Commission on the development of 

democracy the U.S. Embassy in Kazakhstan) activist Alima Abdirova said that "at 

the hearing 12.27.2013 was held pleadings and sentencing. 

Aggrieved party refused translator because translation was unprofessional. 

Attorney was constantly silent, only answering the judge's questions. Widow 

I.Larry stated petition prepared by another lawyer, "the opening of separate 

proceedings against the suspect, who is on the run, but known his whereabouts. 

In satisfaction of the petition the court in connection with the start of court 

pleadings. When the judge Daumov D. dismissed the petition injured party 

Natalia Kim, the hall has been a slight dissatisfaction. The Court addressed the 

audience in the hall with the words "What is not clear?". Then he said "off the 

record" and explained about half the audience in the hall procedural aspects, 

whom to contact, that he understands everything humanly etc. 

The Court, without being aware of the fact that the petition is not prepared by 

B.Kanatov twice said to the injured party, that she hired a lawyer or a legal 

professional.  

After 25 minutes in the deliberation room, returning to the room, the judge 

read out only the operative part of the judgment to Mirbulat Sultanov. Last one 

was convicted of committing a crime under the Criminal Code Part 2 Art.178 to 

imprisonment for 5 years, 3 months and is obliged to compensate the damage 

caused in the amount of 544 thousand tenge.  

                                                           

 
 



During the sentencinglawyer and defendant's brother were not in the hall. 

When the judge read out the decision, then he began to shake hands with a piece - 

all noticed it. 19.12.2013, the debate should take place, but the presence of twenty 

people (NGOs, the media, activists) changed the course of the process. According 

to observers, the verdict of the judge 12/27/2013 Daumovym D. imposed fairly. 

NGO leaders "Aru ana", Aktobe branch "Bureau for Human Rights and Rule 

of Law", "Shanirak", "Microcredit and business support", "Information Center 

tian shi", "Aslan", "Arda", activists, journalist of "Radio Azattyk "were presented. 
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TRADE UNIONISTS 

 

Serik Abdrakhmanov 

Serik Abdrakhmanov 10.12. In an interview in 2013 Zhumabike Zhunusova 

Serik Abdrakhmanov said about a pressure on him, "... As for my departure from 

politics, nothing to hide. Senior 'supply managers' of President invited me and 

said that I did not fall for an MP or for political activities ... 

... The draft law - a draconian. Soviet model. The authors wish to build all 

unions under one Federation of Trade Unions of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

(hereinafter - FTURK), to make them obedient only to it that they were all in one, 

"correct" ranks ... ". 

 

 

ATTORNEYS 

 

Maya Blaschenko 

5.12. 2013 On Wednesday the detention center of Karaganda AK-159/1 

released Temirtau lawyer Maya Blaschenko who is accused of fraud in the 

housing, as well as resistance to authority - for having snatched a policeman's arm 

and kicked him in the chest ( . "Shaped art", "Time" from 10.09.2013, the). 

Lawyer is obliged freedom to Appeals Board of Karaganda regional court, which 

found no reason to prolong her arrest. 

Let us recall, Blaschenko colleagues from the outset wondered why it was 

absolutely necessary to send to jail. Criminal case on several scams housing facts 

investigated for several months, and all this time Maya faithfully cooperated with 

the investigation. And then suddenly it decided to delay, and even "load" charges 

of assaulting a police officer. 

As often happens, after the liberation, many suspects are trying to hurry to 

leave our country. But Maya is not so. Anyway, coming out of the gate prison, she 

laughed at my question, the lawyer assured me that she had in mind the kind. 

                                                           

 
 



- Am I going to run away? What a wonderful question! Where to run the 

mother of three children, two of whom were minors, and one - a student? If I 

wanted to run, would have long since fled, but remains a patriot of his country. 

According to the special prosecutor, I '41 years successfully disguised as a decent 

man, and then suddenly become a fraud. They are so worried that I'll run that on 

the eve of the detention facility took me on his own recognizance. Do they think 

that I'll throw the children and all of their colleagues? Will not wait! 

"Megapolis" wrote in its issue dated 16.10.2013, in his article "The arrest. 

Another arrest? ". Recall: in Temirtau on suspicion of fraud and resisting police 

officers arrested famous lawyer and public figure. Blaschenko detained when she 

left the court building with materials of lawyer production, in front of her three 

children, two of whom — minors. "Megapolis" wrote in its issue dated 

16.10.2013, in his article "The arrest. Another arrest? ". Recall: in Temirtau on 

suspicion of fraud and resisting police officers arrested famous lawyer and public 

figure. Blaschenko detained when she left the court building with materials of 

lawyer production, in front of her three children, two of whom - minors. 

- In my opinion, here ordinary civil matters in which the principal lawyer in 

court to claim ownership. What  a criminal offense may be there? So you can jail 

all lawyers and judges, and along with prosecutors and investigators, accusing 

them of forming a criminal group - says the president of the Union of Lawyers. 

– Prosecuting authorities when they need to, often translate into the category 

of civil relations to criminal offenses. For example, the norm of fraud - it is like a 

rubber, and if desired can criminalize any deal - says Anuar Tugela. 

 

Zinaida Muhortova 
12.04.2013 Sister of Balkhash lawyer Zenaida Mukhortova Natalia Abent 

says that she is shocked by the decision of the Karaganda regional court, which 

was 12.03.2013 dismissed the appeal of her sister. Involuntary admission 

Mukhortova is recognized legitimate. 

— Zinaida knew that she could be close again, and left. Where she is I do not 

know. She is currently unavailable - says correspondent Azattyk phone N. Abent. 

From 25 to 27.09.2011, the psychiatric examination Z. Mukhortova at the 

invitation of the public association "Қadіr-қasiet" wires and a Russian expert, MD 

Curie Idris, who has concluded a normal state of her mental health. That Z. 

Muhortova forced treatment does not require, states and representatives of the 

medical advisory board of the Karaganda oblast health department. But then from 

a psychiatric clinic Muhortova not discharged. 

Chief doctor Balkhash IPA Rysbek Iskakov in brief remarks said that 

Muhortova is ill and asked the court to recognize the actions of his subordinates 

legitimate. At the same, the prosecutor insisted Asel Alpysbayeva. The judge 

retired to the jury room and returned 15 minutes later, read out the verdict - appeal 

rejected. 

Zinaida Mukhortova protection does not agree with this decision. According 

Amangeldi Shormanbaev, he is preparing the appeal. 

 



Polina Zhukova 
From monitoring compilers:  

Observer from Coalition for the security and protection human rights 

defenders, activists (project supported by the Commission on the development of 

democracy the U.S. Embassy in Kazakhstan) defender from Karaganda Erkaeva 

Nina, who was at the meeting of the supervisory board of the Supreme Court 

reported on the review petition supervisory judges, "Ismailov Yerbol Zhanatuly , 

Kadyrbaeva Ajgul Kuanyshbaevnoy, Anatoly V. Linnik. Observers of the 

International Commission of Jurists (ICJ): Zamonov Zulfikor from Tajikistan and 

Ketil Lund - Commissioner of the International Commission of Jurists from 

Norway. Tugela Anuar Kurmanbaevich, chairman of the National Bar 

Association, president of the the Union of Lawyers of RK was a little late to the 

hearing. 

In the courthouse (including waiting room) does not have information about 

what processes will be considered in which courtrooms or offices, which the 

judge will consider each case ... At the entrance said: "Remember, your case 

number 47. Wait, you are called. " 

On the terminal, things must be passed to inspection cameras, voice 

recorders, flash drives, tablets, everything associated with the fixation of images, 

speech, information transfer .... I'm in the room of the Supreme Court was the first 

time and since all participants in the process have gone before, I had to find them. 

I did not know anything other than what it is the Supreme Court that the process 

P. Zhukova , case number 47, so in the first minute was confused: where to find 

them? Nobody explains where to go, no pointers. First went to the dressing room, 

looked: where there are other people, and went to the other side, where all the - in 

the waiting room. Support from the waiting room to the courtroom is: bailiffs 

called case number and cause the arrivals process. They cause the participants 

from the two cases, a sufficiently large number of people gather around the bailiff, 

, the two teams go after the bailiff. In the course he leaves the group in different 

halls. Nowhere pointers: in which the hall, which is in the process. 

On the correctness: there were different situations. Head of Department - was 

incorrect, service inspection - posed, bailiffs - also correct. 

Permit system in the court as follows: first talking to a security guard - what 

business and what process you came. Guard on the phone says "somewhere" and 

there is instructed - skip or miss. If "pass", then go on , pass inspection. If "do not 

pass" - you start to figure out the cause of failure in the process of visiting. For all 

newcomers to the process P. Zhukova response was received " not to miss , expect 

", presented letters handed guard somewhere . After 15 timinutnogo waiting to 

arrivals approached middle-aged man without a badge , not given , and ordered to 

admit observers from the International Commission of Jurists, because they sent a 

letter to the office of the court in advance that wish to attend the trial , and by a 

representative of the Coalition for safety and protection of human rights defenders 

such letter has been received , so I can not go . Zamonov ZN entered into a 

dialogue with a man descended: "What is your name?" Answer: "And to you is 

why?" "I want to address you by name and patronymic." "No need for me to 



handle. And what do you want? ". "Maybe you need to consult your manual to 

address this issue ...". "I have the manual, I head of the department ...". Next to 

me, "head of the department," said the Supreme Court - is not cowboy Office 

(these words are spoken to them), which can take any man in the street, there are 

certain procedures ...My objections " because the process open and I have a letter 

from the Coalition , I'm not from the street ... " came the reply : " I had to take 

care in advance through the office and apply as observers for the ICJ ." Good 

woman who witnessed the incident , advised Pauline Zhukova early in the process 

to declare that the judge gave permission for it to miss all the guests on the 

process. Everyone who has been given permission to pass through together with P. 

Zhukova , I was left at the entrance and wait for the process of the judge's 

decision . Submit department head several times passed and viewed all those who 

stood in line and , apparently, who is standing near. 15 minutes later I was told 

security staff that I was allowed to pass. Nobody explained , that is why it was 

impossible , and it became possible . 

Herself P. Zhukova noted that the process was different from all the previous 

judges politely and correctly, the first time she was able to completely say the 

prepared statement on the suit, it did not interrupt, do not stop. Presiding was 

attentive to what she says, asked her questions, he asked the judges present: if 

they have any questions. Decision was made: to reclaim the criminal case does 

not mean that the court will make a decision in her favor, but still, it's a little hope. 

The other side of the case did not come to the Supreme Court, does not 

ensure the presence of a representative , do not even consider it necessary to 

present their arguments ". 

"Silence of the lawyers" - such a picture can be removed based on the 

Kazakhstan proceedings, claims president the Union of Lawyers AnuarTugel. 

Lose speechless domestic human rights defenders can the precedent set by the 

Ministry of Justice, under the claim that the court has deprived lawyers of the East 

Kazakhstan region license. Defending the interests of colleagues and the 

community in general in the Union lawyers have reached the Supreme Court. 

Lawyer from Ust-Kamenogorsk Polina Zhukov with a colleague defended 

accused of murder . Court held a jury trial , and a half years twice acquitted , 

which was canceled both times by a higher court prosecutor's protest . The third 

time, the judge regarded lawyers claimed applications which today are the only 

tool defenders as wrangling with them and delaying the process . And at the end 

of the process with the conviction of the judge sent to the regional bar association 

private definition .The presidium of the actions did not find any violation of 

colleagues. The same letter went from the court to the Department of Justice and 

the Ministry of Justice sent after a lawsuit against the deprivation of "guilty" law 

license. In the heat of a showdown agency ignored the requirements of Art. 12 § 3 

of the Law "On Advocacy", according to which the cause of action to revoke the 

license must petition Regional Bar Association, which in this situation of its 

members supported the. 

 

POLITICIANS 



 

Marat Januzakov 
04/12/2013. Marat Zhanuzakova not a criminal case. It turns out that all this 

time he hauled in for questioning as ... witness. About it himself, Mr. Januzakov 

and his lawyer learned from the response to an official inquiry into the urban 

management of the financial police. 

Last week, my lawyer Elena Savinova received a response to her letter to the 

city management of the financial police in Almaty. From the response that no 

criminal case opened yet , and that's why , they say, my lawyer is not allowed in 

the building of the police, when questioning call me. I'm officially the financial 

means at the police as a " witness ." So - under house arrest outside the southern 

capital , they took me over a month ago , has no legal force . However, in this last 

letter does not say anything . Colonel A. Seidaliev said it orally Elena. The 

question arises , why the chief of the Anti- terrorism and extremism Almaty 

financial police Colonel M. Baybusynov generally took this subscription from me, 

if it has no power? 

 

Mels Eleusizov 
In Almaty, the first hearing was held in the building Specialized Interdistrict 

Economic court in the case of Mels Yeleussizova , urban management of natural 

resources and environmental management. The judge Galia Onalbekova 

postponed the process on Friday, 13.12.2013, in sight unprepared by the plaintiffs, 

the correspondent BNews.kz. 

Mels Eleusizov himself believes that his case should be tried in a civilian 

court and not economically. "Plaintiffs are ill-prepared. They have lots of 

blunders, and therefore took the transfer case. They are wrong approach to solving 

this issue, "- said M. Eleusizov. 

 

Mukhtar Ablyazov 
12.12.2013, the representative of the French prosecutor Solange Legras on 

meeting of the Court of Appeal of Aix-en-Provence, requested the court to make a 

positive decision on extradition to Ukraine Mukhtar Ablyazov. She considers 

unfounded statements of Ablyazov and his lawyers that if he would be extradited 

to the Ukrainian authorities, they would give him to Kazakhstan. 

Russia and Ukraine have the charges against him for fraud and sought his 

extradition.  

M. Ablyazov said in court that the Kazakh authorities fabricated the charges 

against him in bank fraud, he is being persecuted for political reasons. 

The Court of Appeal of Aix-en-Provence is considering two requests for 

extradition Ablyazova - from Ukraine and Russia. First studied Ukrainian court 

application. The court session was postponed to 16.01.2014 It is assumed that this 

day will also be considered Russia's request for extradition Ablyazov. 

 

Aron Atabek 



Head of the Department of the penitentiary system (DPS) in Karaganda 

region, Colonel Kabdrahman Shotaev Azzatyk reported that on his instructions 

enclosed poet and dissident Aron Edigei (pen name - Aaron Atabek) delivered 

from the stage karazhalsk prison to detention facility (detention center) 

Karaganda. 

A. Atabek contained in one chamber. On the question of whether someone 

else contained in this chamber, K. Shotaev responds negatively. 

Karaganda prison governor Colonel Vladimir Gorin says to Azattyq that A. 

Atabek is in jail "pending attire", by which the latter should send down the stage. 

Previously speculated that serving his 18-year prison sentence A. Atabek 

translates into a colony close to Almaty, at his residence. 

The spokesperson Colonel CCES Galymjan Khasenov to the question about 

what the final decision is made with respect to A. Atabey - whether he will serve 

his entire sentence in prison in Karaganda, or sooner or later be sent closer to 

Almaty - did not answer. 

 

 


